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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:
ATLANTA, GA—JULY 10, 2008— AccelerEyes is happy to announce the release of
Jacket beta version 0.3 - along with an alpha release of Jacket's Graphics Toolbox (for
Linux systems only)! You can upgrade your version of Jacket by logging in and
downloading the new release:
http://www.accelereyes.com/customer/account/login/
In this newer version of Jacket, you will find:
-

Increased performance: Jacket has been optimized for iterating along columns of
2D matrices, slices of 3D matrices, etc. This translates into even more compute
speed for your application.

-

Improved memory management

-

New functionality: filter2, meshgrid, and more

Further, in this release, Linux users will get access to an alpha release of Jacket's
Graphics Toolbox. The Graphics Toolbox enables true Visual Computing - connecting
the data computation pipeline directly to powerful OpenGL visualizations.
All of these new features, along with a new "Jacket by Example" chapter, are also
updated in Jacket's documentation, available from:
http://www.accelereyes.com/JacketUserGuide.pdf
We look forward to hearing your feedback and guidance on our forums
(http://www.accelereyes.com/forums) and look forward to continually upgrading Jacket
to meet your needs.

About AccelerEyes
Founded in 2007, and located in Atlanta, Georgia, AccelerEyes is leading the softwareside of the movement towards visual computing. AccelerEyes’ products bring a level of
supercomputing power to standard personal computers.
In order for high performance computing (HPC) companies to adopt GPU technologies, a
robust and healthy software tool chain must be created to connect programmers to GPU
hardware. While hardware manufacturers are building lower-level software tools, such
as CUDA, which support their devices, AccelerEyes delivers high-level interfaces which
remove the lower-level complexity.
AccelerEyes' first product, Jacket, is used by customers across all major HPC industries,
such as the automotive, financial, medical, and seismic industries. Further, Jacket's
Graphics Toolbox enables true Visual Computing, seamlessly merging the compute
power of CUDA with OpenGL visualizations. AccelerEyes plans to adapt and expand
Jacket for other hardware and software platforms.
AccelerEyes is a division of DivEyes, an Atlanta incubator for Digital Imaging and
Vision Solutions.
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